PROPOSAL FOR DRAFT SUPPLEMENT 1 TO REGULATION No. 89
SPEED LIMITATION DEVICES
Document TRANS/WP.29/2001/38

OICA COMMENTS

1. INTRODUCTION

Document TRANS/WP.29/2001/38, transmitted by GRRF, in effect introduces into ECE Regulation No. 89 the concept of Adjustable Speed Limitation Devices (ASLD).

It is OICA's understanding that ASLD follows the existing ECE Regulation No. 89 concept, in that these devices can be approved internationally without, however, systematically requiring their installation.

Nevertheless, OICA believes that the proposed paragraphs 1.2.1. and 1.2.2. might potentially cause misinterpretation.

For this reason, OICA would like to submit the following proposal in order to clarify the text.

2. OICA PROPOSAL TO CORRECT TRANS/WP.29/2001/38

Paragraphs 1.2.1 and 1.2.2: add a footnote 3/ as follows:

1.2.1. “Vehicles of categories M3, N2 and N3 shall 3/…” (remainder unchanged)
1.2.2. “Vehicles of categories M1, N1 and M2 shall 3/…” (remainder unchanged)

Add a footnote 3/, to read:

"3/ "Adoption of this Regulation by a Contracting Party does not indicate that an SLD or ASLD must be installed on a vehicle."

__________